
እነሆም፥ የጌታ መልአክ ወደ እነርሱ ቀረበ የጌታ ክብርም በዙሪያቸው አበራ፥ ታላቅ ፍርሃትም ፈሩ። መልአኩም እንዲህ አላቸው። እነሆ፥ ለሕዝቡ ሁሉ የሚሆን
ታላቅ ደስታ የምሥራች እነግራችኋለሁና አትፍሩ፤ ዛሬ በዳዊት ከተማ መድኃኒት እርሱም ክርስቶስ ጌታ የሆነ ተወልዶላችኋልና። ይህም ምልክት ይሆንላችኋል፤
ሕፃን ተጠቅልሎ በግርግምም ተኝቶ ታገኛላችሁ።
ሉቃ 2"9-2

እንደኢትዮጵያውያን
አቆጣጠርከሆነ፣ጊዜውልክየዛሬ
2002ዓመትነበር።ቦታውም
በእስራኤልግዛትከምትገኝአንዲት
ቤተልሔምየምትባልከተማነበር።
እናምየዘመኑንጉሥአውግስጦስ
ሰውሁሉበየወገኑእንዲጻፍና
ሕዝቡምእንዲቆጠርየሚልትዕዛዝ
አውጥቶነበርናእያንዳንዱወደየገዛ
ወገኑለመቆጠርሄዶነበር።
ለካንስይህዘመን
አባቶቻችንሱባኤእየቆጠሩ፣
የመሲሁንመምጣትይጠባበቁበት
የነበሩትዘመንሆኖሰማይናምድር
የማይወስኑትጌታፍቅር
አስገድዶት፣የሰውልጅእንግልት
አሳዝኖትሰውሆኖሰውንለማዳን
የመጣበትወቅትነበር።ነገርግን
ማንምአላስተዋለውም።

የቄሳርትእዛዝበጣም
የሚያስቸኩልበመሆኑድንግሊቱ
ማርያምናዮሴፍከንጉሡከዳዊት
ወገንስለሆኑየሦስትቀንመንገድ
ያህልበመጓዝከናዝሬትወደ
ቤተልሔምተጓዙቤተልሔምግን
ዝርያቸውከዳዊትወገንበመሆኑ
ምክንያትከተለያየቦታለመቆጠር
በመጡሰዎችተጨናንቃስለነበር፣
ቤተልሔምየፈጠራትንናባለቤቷን
የምታስተናግድበትቦታ
አልነበራትም።ነገርግንጌታን
እንስሳትምለእንስሳትማደሪያ
እንዲሆንየተወሰነውምበረት
ያመስግኑታልናበበረትካደረችው
ድንግልእናቱተወለደ።የዚያን
ዘመኗቤተልሔም፣በተለያዩ


ማደሪያያጣውእንግዳንጉሥ!!!
ማደሪያያጣውእንግዳንጉሥ!!!

ምክንያቶችለምሳሌያህልበቅኝገዥዋ
የሮማውንጉሥትዕዛዝ፣ለመቆጠር
በመጣውሕዝብ፣እንዲሁም
በአስተናጋጅነትልቧባዝኖስለነበርጌታዋን
የምታስተናግድበትጊዜአልነበራትም።
ይሁንናበቤተልሔምቦታአለመገኘቱጌታን
ከመወለድአላስቀረውም።ጌታምበበረት
ተወለደ።(ሉቃ፪)

ነገርግንእግዚአብሔርበየዕለቱ
በሕይወታችንውስጥእኛንለማዳንቦታ
ይፈልጋል።እግዚአብሔርበባሕርዩ
ምሉእበኩለሔ፣ሰፊናታላቅአምላክ
ስለሆነበእኛሕይወትውስጥይህንን
ታላቅነቱንየሚያስተናግድክፍትቦታ
ያስፈልገዋል።እኛግንያለንንቦታ
ለሌሎችነገሮችማስቀመጫነት
ስለተጠቀምንበትይህንንታላቅአምላክ
ለማስተናገድእንቸገራለን
በዚህጊዜበሕይወታችንያለንክፍት
ቦታበጣምጠባብሰለሚሆን
እግዚአብሔርንየሚያክልታላቅ
አምላክናበሕይወታችንውስጥብዙ
ቦታየሚፈልግጌታለማስተናገድ
እንቸገራለን።ከዚህየተነሳበየዕለቱ
አዲስሆኖበልባችንሊወለድ
የሚፈልገውንአምላክበበረት
እንዲወለድእናደርገዋለን።

ስለዚህአንባቢሆይ!
የሚወደንአምላካችንእንዲህይለናል፦
¦እነሆ!በደጅቆሜአንኳኳለሁ
ማንምድምጼንቢሰማደጁንም
ቢከፍትልኝወደእርሱእገባለሁ።
ዛሬስንቶቻችንበልባችንጌታኢየሱስ
ከእርሱምጋርእራትእበላለሁ፤
ክርስቶስይወለድበትዘንድቦታሰጥተናል? እርሱምከእኔጋርይበላል።¶(ራዕ3"20)
የአብዛኛዎቻችንልብሌሎችብዙ
ስለሆነምበሰዎችውስጥማደሪያያጣው
እንግዶችንበማስተናገድየባዘነስለሆነ
እንግዳንጉሥይወለድበትዘንድ
ለጌታየሚሆንልብአጥተናል።ልባችን
በይህወታችንውስጥ ለእግዚአብሔርቦታ
በኑሮናበሥራምክንያትተጨናንቋል።
እንስጥ።
ትናንትሕይወታችንበተለያዩነገሮች፣

በሥራ፣በትምህርት፣በመዝናናት፣
ወስብሐትለእግዚአብሔር!!!
በአሉባልታቀልድ፣የዓለምበሆነው
አሜን
በመዘናጋትምጊዜስላልነበረንለጌታ

የሚሆንቦታአልነበረንም፤ዛሬም
ከቀሲስማንችሎትገበየሁ
እንዲሁ።
ካሊፎርኒያ

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Christ the Light of the
World
For about a month now, as in
every year, we have been celebrating
various aspects of Christ coming into
this world to enlighten all who sat in
darkness. His coming was
announced to shepherds in the fields
by angels.
(Cont. on page 2)

መድኅንተወለደ

የመድኃኔዓለምክብርለዓለምተገለጠ
ለሰዎችመዳኛከአብዘንድተሰጠ
በቤተልሔምተወልዶታሪክንለወጠ።
በነብያትአባቶችበትንቢትተነግሮ
ይኸውመጣዛሬአክብሮቀጠሮ
በአማላጃችንበድንግልላይአድሮ።
የኢየሱስመወለድአሰደንቋቸው
ሰብአሰገልመጡወርቅዕጣንይዘው
ኮከቡመርቷቸውመንፈስቀርቧቸው
የአማኑኤልፍቅርከሩቅስቧቸው።
  2
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The significance of Christ’s
baptism
God is here: "Let us go to Jordan
and see the Trinity." (Augustine).

How and why were all three
persons of the Godhead present at
the Baptism of Jesus?
(Cont. on page 3)

1

መድኅንተወለደ(


1 )

የኢየሱስንክብርከዋክብትአሳዩ
እረኞችምአይተውለሕፃኑዘመሩ
በዕውነትተወለደእያሉአከበሩ።
መላዕክትበሰማይየሚያመሰግኑት
ቅዱስነህእያሉስሙንየሚጠሩት
ሰዎችምአግኝተውበምድርአወደሱት
ክብርልዕልናኢየሱስነህአሉት።
የአማኑኤልንክብርእንስሳትአውቀው
በዛበብርድወራትተገኙአብረው
ሙቀትእየሰጡበትንፋሻቸው።
እሱሁሉእያለውእንዳጣሰውሆነ
በአንድጠባብበረትራሱንወሰነ
ትህትናንሊያሰተምርየተከናወነ።
ሄሮድስሊያስገድለውሰዎችንቢሰድም
ተልከውየሄዱትቀሩአልተመለሱም
በዕውነትየእሱፍቅርማንንምአይለቅም
ምንጊዜምአዲስነውከቶአይለወጥም።
የአዳምናየሔዋንንመርገምለማጥፋት
ቤዛሆኖለማውጣትከዲያብሎስግዛት
ይኸውተወለደየዓለምመድኃኒት
ሰውናመላዕክትበአንድላይአዩት።
ዓለምስትጨነቅኃጢአትሞልቶባት
አንሰራፍቶይዞዲያብሎስሲመራት
መድኅኑክርስቶስተወለደላት
ለያዛትበሽታፈውስሊሆናት።

ኃይለመስቀልተሰፋዬ
ለንደን
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Christ the Light
(Cont. from page 1)

Astronomer kings from far
away were beckoned to meet Him by
a star. Those who had come out to
John preaching and baptizing in the
River Jordan, even if they didn’t see
the dove descending upon Christ, nor
hear the voice of the Father from the
cloud, heard John’s testimony about
He who is greater than I.
Even to the blind old priest Simeon,
who had been skeptical about Isaiah’s
prophecy of the Virgin bearing the
Messiah, and the aged widow
prophetess Hannah, now behold the
light which can lead all who receive it
to peace.
Now, it is time for us to prepare for
the greatest feast of all. To properly
appreciate the New Covenant which
our Lord came to proclaim, today,
consider His personal example,
preaching, committed observance of
everything revealed to the prophets
and patriarchs. From His birth to His
Ascension into heaven Christ
observed the spirit of these laws.
Eight days after His birth, He was
circumcised and given the Name
Jesus. Forty days after His birth, He
was brought to the temple for the rites
of purification and dedication or
redemption of Him as the first-born.
In those days, there were many Jews
who refused to enter that temple.
Such protestors objected that it was
served by a corrupt priesthood,
collaborating with Rome’s agent
kings. But as our Lord was carried in
the temple as an infant, St. Luke
recorded a wonderful encounter with
two individuals proving that some of
God’s people still anticipated the
fulfillment of His promises. They
immediately were inspired to
recognize Jesus as the One to fulfill
all the prophecies.
In our time, with even a greater cloud
of witnesses, stretching all the way
from Apostolic times to the present,
there are those who overlook Christ’s
words, “. . . I will build my church,
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and the gates of Hades will not
prevail against it. I will give you the
keys of the kingdom of heaven, and
whatever you bind on earth will be
bound in heaven, and whatever you
loose on earth will be loosed in
heaven.” (Matt. 16 :18 & 19)
Obviously, discounting such quotes,
they suppose that because some may
have mishandled their charge, that the
healing Priesthood ordained by Christ
is no longer to be taken seriously.
Was it not the same Lord and
Saviour, telling those He sent out into
the world to teach, baptize, bind and
loose on earth as it is in heaven,
change bread and wine into His life
saving body and blood, in
commemoration of what He did for
the life of the world? Did not the
same light Who came to enlighten the
nations and be glory of His people
Israel, give the Holy Spirit that they
might forgive sins? (John 20:22 &
23)
Now, as we anticipate the start of the
Great Fast, let us turn from whatever
darkness persists in our own lives, to
fitting preparation for the greatest
feast of the year. Let us heed Christ’s
call for all to “Repent, for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand.” If you
do not yet have a spiritual father, find
one. If you already have one, call
him, and make an appointment to rid
yourself of whatever might keep you
from entering that kingdom, for it
may be later than you think.
Abba Thomas
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The Anaphora of St. Gregory
He is covered with the curtain of
clouds. The Saviour was born from a
holy virgin. The Lord appeared and
the true Sun of righteousness arose.
We believe in the Father who sent,
and in the Son who was sent, and we
believe in the Holy Spirit, the lifegiver. And we say that he who
destroyed death and broke the iron
chains rose from the dead and raised
the dead and, descending into Hades,
he loosened the prisoners and
preached liberty to them.




ምስጢረጥምቀት

በማሕፀንእያለሲዘልእንደእንቦሳ
ዛሬነውያወቅነውእጅእንደሚነሳ
መጥምቁዮሐንስጌታውንሲያወሳ።

የጌታንመንገድአዘጋጁእያለ
ጉዞውንወደበረሃበደሰታቀጠለ።
በዛምድረበዳምንምበሌለበት
የዓለምንኑሮንቆበሄደበት
ለካስአምላክኖልመንገድየሆነለት
በምስጢረጥምቀትራሱእንዲከብርበት።
መጥምቁዮሐንስበዮርዳኖስዙሪያ
ለብዙነፍሳትበርሆኗልመግቢያ።
የንስሐንጥሪጩኸትእያሰማ
ጥምቀትናንስሐንበአንድላይአስማማ።
ወልድበትህትናሲጠመቅበዮሐንስ
ታዩእኮተራሮችሲዘሉእንደፈረስ
ምድርስትናወጥከዳርእዳርድረስ
ኮረብቶችዝቅሲሉዮርዳኖስምሲሸሸ።
እንዴትያስደንቃልየጥምቀቱምስጢር
የምወደውልጄእያለአብሲናገር
መንፈስቅዱስእንደርግብበእራሱላይ
ሲሰፍር
ኢየሱስተጠምቆሲሆነንምስክር
ከዚህየበለጠምንምየለምተአምር
ለእኛየአዳምልጆችመዳኛበምድር
መንግሥቱንመውረሻሰማያዊውንክብር
ዲያብሎስንመጣያመንፈሳዊበትር።

The significance of
(Cont.frompage1)

The first expression of the subsistence of
three persons in one divine essence is
intimated in Matthew's gospel, on the
occasion of Christ's baptism, where the
three persons are mentioned severally.
But, I think, Augustine was overstating
the matter when he said that at the Jordan
we see the Trinity. For though the three
persons are mentioned, and in close
association with each other, the fact of
the unity of God we gather elsewhere. To
see the Trinity we have to assess the
whole of Scripture testimony.
The Father makes his presence known by
declaring his approbation of his Son;
being invisible, only his voice is heard
from heaven.
The Spirit is made known as he
descended upon Jesus for the purpose of
enduing him with special power at the
beginning of his public ministry.
The Son is present in human flesh. The
baptism was a crucial point in Christ's
lifetime. He was being inaugurated as the
Messiah, the bringer of God's salvation,
the fulfiller of all prophetic utterances.
How fit and proper it was for the Father
to set his seal thus upon his Son, and for
the Spirit to anoint him with unction as
the prophet, priest and king of God's
elect.
 ፯ታህሳስ፳፰ 22 ..

The triune God is for us; redemption is
his work, and here we are spectators of
his divine acting at its very inception.
Why was Jesus baptized: Since Jesus
needed neither regeneration nor
repentance, why was He baptized?
Jesus, the Son of God, is the One who
merited for us the gift and work of the
Holy Spirit, whose initial operation in
sinners is regeneration. Again, repentance
and forgiveness of sins are proclaimed in
Jesus' Name (Luke 24), according to his
own commission. Jesus gained for us the
gift of repentance; he himself needed no
repentance.
Now Jesus, being the federal head of his
own, had to identify himself with his
people, and this included his baptism and
death, his anointing with the Spirit, and
his victory over temptation. He insisted
that John must baptize him; this became
him since in his role as Messiah, "born
under the law" (Galatians 4:4), Jesus had
to submit to all God's requirements for
Israel. He had to be one with all those
whose sins he had come to bear and take
away. His baptism therefore is
appropriate: it proclaimed that He had
come to take the sinner's place under
God's judgment. It is in this sense that He
was baptized "to fulfill all righteousness"
(Matthew 3:15; cf. Isaiah 53:11).
Jesus not only taught us the perfect
righteousness that God requires; he also
secures God's righteousness for sinners He himself is their righteousness (1
Corinthians 1:30). All this is pointed at
during His baptism: it signified that His
death was "a ransom for many" (Matthew
20:28), and shows the perfect obedience
in which he fulfils all righteousness
(Jeremiah 23:5,6).

A unique baptism: Virtually
anything associated with the Lord Jesus
Christ is unique, whether it be his
conception in his mother's womb, his
circumcision, his baptism, his teachings,
his passion, and his resurrection as the
first-fruits of them that sleep in him.
As the Representative of God's elect in
the covenant of grace, he was under
obligation to undergo all things necessary
for their salvation, for just as by Adam's
one act of disobedience all became

3

sinners, so by Christ's one act of
righteousness the many are counted as
righteous.
The lives and destiny of all the saints are
wrapped up in his: "Because I live ye
shall live also." Our standing before God
is wholly dependent on his standing: we
are "accepted in the Beloved," not on our
own, but solely by Him and his merits.
The faithful are to be found in him, not
having a righteousness of their own,
which is by the law, but having a
righteousness from God through faith in
his Son (Philippians 3).

የምሥራችለመንገርከእግዚአብሔርወደ
ምእመናንይላካልና።

ገብርኤልማለትየእግዚአብሔርንልጅ
የሚመስልጌታናአገልጋይማለትነው።
ብርሃናዊመልአክቅ/ገብርኤልቅዱሳን
ሰማእታትገድላቸውንእንዲፈጽሙ
እሳቱንናስለቱንተሳቀውወደኋላ
እንዳይመለሱይረዳቸዋል።

ኦርቶዶክስተዋሕዶቤተክርስቲያናችን
የቅዱሳንመላእክትንወርኃዊናዓመታዊ
በዓላቸውንበፀሎትናበምሥጋና
ታከብራለችበተለይታህሣሥ፲፱ቀን
የሚከበርበትምክንያትብርሃነመልአክ
ቅ/ገብርኤልሠለሥቱደቂቅንከዕቶን
እሳትያዳነበትዕለትበመሆኑነው።

So all his active obedience, whatever he
did, he acted on our behalf. His baptism
was one such act of righteousness, not for
himself, but for our sake. He became one
of us: He who knew no sin became sin
for us, that we might become the
righteousness of God in him. Now since
his life was on a level all its own,
whatever happened during his lifetime, is
unique, including his baptism.
It is unrepeatable, and nobody else could
in some fashion imitate him. Christians
are baptized as saved sinners, in
identification with the Holy Trinity,
pledging obedience to the one living and
true God. The purpose of Christ's baptism
was wholly different.
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1) በብሉይኪዳንስለድንግልልጅ
እንደምትወልድናስለምትወልደውልጅ
ስምአስቀድሞየተተነበየውትንቢት
ምንድንነው?
ታደለ (Z0S5)
በነቢዩኢሳይያስጌታንበድንግልናዋ
ስለመውለዷ“እነሆድንግልትጸንሳች
ወንድልጅምትወልዳለችስሙንም
አማኑኤልብላትጠራዋለች”የሚል
ተጽፏል።(ኢሳ7:14)

ብርሃናዊመልአክ
ከሰባቱሊቃነመላእክትአንዱና
በእግዚአብሔርፊትየሚቆመውታማኝ
መልአክቅዱስገብርኤልነው።
በተረዳኢነቱናበአማላጅነቱ
በክርስቲያኖችዘንድይወደዳል።
ምክንያቱምያዘኑትንለማጽናናት

በጣዖትፍቅርእጅግያለመጠንልቡ
ተቃጥሎየነበረውየባቢሎንመሪ
ናቡከደነፆርቁመቱስድሳወርዱስድስት
ክንድየሆነውንየወርቅምስልአሰርቶ
መኳንንቱንሰብስቦሕዝቡበሙሉ
ለጣኦትእንዲሰግድአዋጅአወጀ።ያ
ዘመንለእግዚአብሔርወዳጆችየፈተና
ዘመንነበር።አስመሳዮችለጣኦትሰገዱ
ተረበረቡ።እውነተኛአማኞችግን
በእግዚአብሔርላይያላቸውእምነት
ንጉሥየወደደውጊዜየወለደውበሚል
አሰተሳሰብአይለወጥም።በዚያፈታኝ
ዘመንነበርሦስትታማኝየእግዚአብሔር
ባለሟሎችየተገኙት።ንጉሡላቆመው
ጣኦትያልሰገደወደእቶንእሳትተጥሎ
እንደሚሞትቁርጥውሣኔውመሆኑን
ወጣቶቹበሚገባያውቁታልግንይህንን
አልፈሩም።ንጉሥሆይአምላካችንን
ክደንአንተላቆምከውጣኦት
አንሰግድምአሉት።ሦስቱወጣቶች
የወሰዱትይህአቋምለንጉሡታላቅራስ
ምታትንፈጠረንጉሡምአገልጋዮቹን
ጠርቶእሳቱሰባትእጥፍእንዲነድ
ትዕዛዝሰጠእሳቱምሰባትእጥፍ
ነደደ።ወዲያውኑየንጉሡአገልጋዮች
አናንያአዛርያሚሳኤልንእያንከበከቡ
ወደእቶንእሳትወረወቸው
አገልጋዮቹምበእሳቱእየተጠለፉእንደ
ማገዶነደዱ።ሠለስቱደቂቅግንከየት
እንደመጣከማይታወቅእንግዳጋር
በመሆንበዕቶንእሳትውስጥይንሽራሽሩ
ጀመር።ይህተዓምራትንጉሡንና
መኳንንቱንአስገረመንጉሡምበዚህ
 ፯ታህሳስ፳፰ 22 ..

ወቅት“እነሆእኔበእሳቱመካከል
የሚመላለሱአራትሰዎችአያለሁእሳቱ
ምንምአላቆሰላቸውምአራተኛውም
የአማልክትንልጅይመስላልአለ።”
ንጉሥናቡከደነፆርበግልጽተመልክቶ
እንደመሰከረውየነደደውንእሳት
በማብረድለሠለስቱደቂቅቤዛ
የሆናቸውሊቀመላእክትቅ/ገብርኤል
ነው።በግዑዙ“ወገጹለረብዓይወልደ
እግዚአብሔርይመስል” አራተኛውምፊቱ
የእግዚአብሔርንልጅይመስላልይላል።

አዎንከዚህበላይእንደተገለጸው
ሊቀመላእክትቅ/ገብርኤልስለ
ሃይማኖታቸውመከራየተቀበሉትን
ወጣቶችየነደደውንእሳትአብርዶ
በሃይማኖታቸውእንዳጸናቸው
ተመልክተናል።የቅ/ገብርኤል
አማላጅነትእኮጥንትየነበረብቻ
ሳይሆንእስከአለንበትዘመንደርሶ
የመልአኩንአማላጅነትበዓይን
የተመለከትነውተጨባጭድርጊትነው።

የነደደእሳትውስጥገብቶከመውጣት
ባልተናነሰመከራውስጥገብተው
በቅ/ገብርኤልአማላጅነትከሞተሥጋ
ነፍስድነውእውነተኛምሥክርነታቸውን
የሚሰጡብዙዎችናቸው።በመልአኩ
ሥምበፈለቀውጠበልተጠምቀውደዌ
የራቀላቸውእጅግበርካታናቸው።
በየዓመቱበቁልቢናበቅ/ገብርኤልስም
በታነጹአብያተክርስቲያናት
የሚሰበሰበውምዕመንሥዕለቱ
የሰመረለትልመናውየተሰማለት
እንደሆነግልጽነው።ስለዚህ
ለመላእክትአለቃለቅ/ገብርኤል
የተሰጠውንጸጋተረድተንመልአኩን
ልናከብረውናልናመሰግነውይገባናል።
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